The first author in [L] introduced the notion of "Poincaré transversality" for an iV-dimensional spherical fiber space, n : Ç N -> X. If T(Ç N (M^) n dM and of dimension ; -AT. One of the main results of [L] is to develop a theory to study the problem of when a map ƒ : M j -* T(£ N ) may be shifted to be Poincaré transversal. To do this one introduces the space W(Ç N \ of Poincaré transversal maps of A* -» T(Ç N ) for all i In [L] and [J] it is proved that if F g* denotes the homotopy theoretic fiber of
In fact a map of fiber spaces N -> FrN and this map is an isomorphism on n t for i -AT # 1,2, or 3. Also if/: M J ' -> T(^N), then homotopying ƒ until it is Poincaré transversal is equivalent to lifting ƒ up to homotopy to W(t; N ). In this announcement we shall describe further results in this theory.
By a theory of transversality, T, for a spherical fiber space, n : <J N -» X, we mean an assignment to each ƒ : A* -• T(£) a deformation of ƒ until it is Poincaré transverse on A' and all its faces. These assignments are required to be compatible with inclusions of faces A 1 " 1 <= A
1
. Two theories of transversality T 0 and T X are equivalent (concordant) if there is a theory of transversality for Ç N x I -> X x I which, when restricted to X x Ï, is T; for i = 0, 1. In the language of [L] , a theory of transversality is exactly a section of 
/ i T(Ç N ) >MSG(N)
The problem of lifting F SG(N) . We now consider the relation of these two spaces. The results in [L] show that they have the same homotopy groups shifted by N dimensions (except for low dimensions). To actually compare these two spaces we need to extend GI PL to a connected spectrum. There are several ways of doing this. One is to use Sullivan's calculation of the homotopy type of G/PL as XO-theory at odd primes and cohomology at 2 (with one low dimensional twist), and then define G/PL(k} to be bo(k} at odd primes (feo<fe> is Q NORMAN LEVITT AND J. W. MORGAN [November space L k (e) . This is the semisimphcial complex of surgery problems shifted fe-dimensions; see [Q] . These approaches lead to the same results.
THEOREM B. There is a map 0 : F^N -• G/PL(N} which is an isomorphism on iti for i # N + 1, N H-2, and N + 3 provided only that N ^ 3. 0 is a realization on the space level of the isomorphism on homotopy groups given in [L] .
II. Homotopy theoretic reformulations. If n: Ç
N -> X is a spherical fiber space, then we may form a connected spectrum J(f ). The ith space is T(Ç N ®8 l ' N ) for i ^ N and the maps are the usual ones £ T(Ç N ® e*' 1 *)
In [L] it is shown that the spaces {W(Ç N ®e*-N )} also form a spectrum, W(i\ and that there is a map of spectra This follows from THEOREM C.
p-W))-s(y')
is a homotopy equivalence of pairs in dimensions less than 2i.
Thus e -+ W(y) -» J(y) (= MSG) is a cofibration of spectra. This proves a = F y .
III. Idea of proofs of Theorems
A and B. The proof of Theorem A reduces inductively to the following. Let rj = Ç\ X {n) be given a p.l. structure, n ^ 5.
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Thus for any (n + 1) cell T" +1 in X we have £ | T M+1 with a canonical trivialization and £ | dz n+1 -• ^ | 3T W+1 a p.l. structure on the boundary. This is equivalent to a p.l. bundle, £ | 3T" +1 , and a fiber homotopy trivialization, i.e., an element in n n (G/PL). This defines a cocyle <x whose class in H n+ 1 (X;n n (G/PL)) is the obstruction to extending the p.l. structure relative to X in~l) over X {n+1 \ The p.l. structure defines a theory of transversality for £ | X {n \ Again considering T M+1 , we have ^|t" +1 with a theory of transversality for £ | OT" +1 . £ | T W+1 is canonically trivial as a spherical fiber space, and thus there is a map S N x S N -+ T(Ç N \z n+1 \ Using the theory of transversality over the boundary, we get f~x (M^^ f~1(S^( lx To prove Theorem B, we need only calculate F e N since in [L] it is proved that all the fibers F^r are the same homotopy type. Using the characteristic homomorphism (with a shift of N dimensions) definition of G/PL<AT>, we need only assign to M N+i -+F E N a surgery problem between P.D. spaces. To define the homomorphism we take the usual surgery obstruction of the problem. We do not need to know that this is the only obstruction to doing surgery on P. 
